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ATTAKKO
Fast vinylic adhesive for skirting boards
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¤Description
ATTAKKO is a special fixing glue to use when a very good start-
up sealing is required. As a matter of fact, it is perfect for
vertical fittings of baseboards, profiles, etc.., on condition that
one of the two surfaces soaks the product. ATTAKKO has a quick
setting on concrete, stone, brick, pottery, wood and polystyrene.
Overpaintable. It does not cause cissings!

¤Characteristics
Mixture ratio single-component

Application temperature +10°C ÷ +25°C

Application silicone gun

Coverage 10-15 linear meter / 310 ml
cartridge

Maximum open time 20' (1)

Hardening 24 h (1)

Colour white

Storage stability 1 year (2)

Packaging 310 ml

Tool cleaning water (before the hardening of the
adhesive)

1 at 20°C and 65% R.H.
2 in original sealed containers at temperatures between +10°C and +25°C

¤How to use
Clean the surfaces to glue. Apply ATTAKKO with a proper gun
on one of the two surface to glue drawing a continuous straight
line in case of small surface, or a continuous wavy line in case of
wider surfaces. Lay within 5 minutes from application, exerting a
strong uniform pressure. The setting will be quick. The maximum
toughness will be reached within 48 hours. Remove te exceeding
still wet with a damp cloth. Caution: minimun temperature for
application: +10°C

¤Label elements

¤Web link
Be sure to have the latest version of this technical data sheet
downloadable also from the following link:

http://www.chimiver.com/tds/EN_ATTAKKO.pdf


